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I am Sean Beck, the Wine and Beverage Director for Xochi as well as our sister 

restaurants Backstreet Café, Caracol and Hugo’s.  I’ve worked with Chef Hugo and 

Tracy Vaught since 1997.   

 

Here at Xochi we hope to share the flavors, the traditions and magic of Oaxaca.  

This mountain-to-sea land is the most complex in all of North America. The country is an 

incomparable mix of tropical jungles, high valley plains, mountainous terrain, fertile 

lower lands and coastland. This diverse mix of climate and terroir isn’t just beautiful; it 

has shaped Oaxaca into the world’s most fascinating melting pot. Over a third of 

Mexico’s indigenous people reside there along with over 8000 species of plants and 4000 

animals.  This wealth of influences, environments and ingredients makes for some truly 

profound food. Like any incredible cuisine it deserves to be enjoyed in the company of 

wine, the world’s ultimate beverage.   

 

The list at Xochi has a wealth of sparkling wine options, vibrant and richly 

textured whites and a diverse array of thoughtful reds. You’ll find our list filled with 

outstanding options by the glass, varied half bottles and tremendous value throughout. 

The list is written more in a manner of food pairing as opposed to simply by varietal.  

There are sections on some of the world’s indigenous grapes.  That means pure wines 

shaped by quality vineyard sites and healthy farming practices.  We want wines that 

reflect and respect their origin, just as we respect and honor the origins of our gorgeous 

seafood.   

 

We have a simple guiding idea when it comes to the wine lists at our restaurants:   

Wine is not an extra or a luxury, but a necessary part of healthy living and a critical 

ingredient in helping food taste its best. As such, we always strive to provide excellent 

wine at fair prices, so you may relax and take pleasure in a great meal.   

Sean Beck           

Sommelier/Beverage Director 

@SeanForLBW on Twitter 
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The magic of Oaxaca is an expression of ingredients and techniques born from the 

state’s remarkably diverse and complex environments. The preservation of Oaxaca is of 

utmost importance to us. We work with thoughtful purveyors and producers when we 

source ingredients from Oaxaca (corn, coffee, herbs, peppers, spices, beer, Mezcal, etc). 

That same philosophy is at the core of what wines we wish to share and serve.  
 

Modern agriculture sprung up in the last century, increasing yields through a mix of 

chemical fertilizers, pest controls, genetically altered seeds and machine/fossil fuel driven 

labor. The downside to these methods is that the land is stripped of natural defenses and 

nutrients and what is grown becomes more homogeneous and bland.  
 

Great wine isn’t made, it’s grown. Whatever you hope to end up with in the bottle is 

born in the place you’ve chosen, the grapes planted and most importantly how it’s farmed. 

Winemaking and vineyard planting are an aggressive act against nature. That said there are 

many ways to be ethical and responsible; preserving the land for future generations while 

growing healthy, flavorful grapes. We are focused on wineries which commit themselves to 

the practices of sustainability, organics and/or biodynamic farming.   

 

 

Sustainable viticulture seeks to promote the long-term health of the land. This can 

be through carbon reductions, solar energy, water usage, erosion prevention, green 

building, cross planting and natural pest management. On the whole, sustainable farming 

seeks to make the vineyard a healthy part of the surrounding environment.   
 

 Organic farming focuses on removing chemical and synthetic materials from 

farming. Most notably they avoid the use of pesticides and sulfite based sprays.  
 

Biodynamics is both a process and philosophy, merging elements of organic and 

sustainable farming with the occasional dose of mysticism. The practices are based on the  

idea that the vineyard is part of the living organism that is the eco system. Seasonality and  

lunar activity guide farming, which include soil rotation, biodiversity in cross planting and 

the homeopathic solutions.   
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Mexico is best known for Tequila and Mezcal, but the country has a significant history 

with wine.  It was the first place in North America to plant vineyards, nearly five hundred years 

ago during the Spanish occupation in the Valle de Parras. In 1697 grapes were brought to what 

is today the country’s most famous wine area, the Valley de Guadalupe in Baja. The quality of 

the plantings became so significant that the King of Spain feared Mexico as competition to 

Spain. Under the guise of protectionism, he ordered crops destroyed and forbid anyone other 

than the monks from making wine in 1596. Over the next 400 years any wine grown in Mexico 

was under the province of the missionaries. Growing wine for personal consumption or sale 

would not arise again until after Mexican independence in the 1900s.     

 

The country has since undergone steady bouts of invaders, war and internal strife. Even 

after Mexico rid itself of ruling foreigners there were a myriad of challenges to wine. The 

unstable environment and constantly changing government made it impossible to grow grapes. 

Until the 1940’s it was illegal for alcohol of any kind to be imported as well as the equipment 

necessary to make quality wine.  In 1948 after the change in law, the National Association of 

Winemakers was formed.  Slowly wine growing and commercial producers began popping up.   

 

Over the past thirty years the government has sought to restore the wine growing 

tradition. They’ve attempted to use heavy tarrifs on imported wines to spur interest in cheaper 

domestic production. Unfortunately, most operations were tiny, underequipped and still 

learning how to successfully make wine. They were also facing high domestic taxes (40-70%) 

and extremely expensive growing conditions, such as a lack of water. In the end, the people of 

Mexico have been largely denied access to the good, affordable wine we take for granted.   

 

 Today wine consumption and access are finally on the rise.  The Valle de Guadalupe wine 

scene is growing at a torrid pace and being written about extensively by wine magazines and 

travel writers.  In Oaxaca, you will see the top restaurant carrying these emerging producers. 

Even with the environmental challenges and bureaucracy, the passion and desire are there and 

the quality of wine making is growing.  The regions of Baja, La Laguna and the Parras Valley are 

showing the potential for a brighter future.  We are excited to be able to share a taste of what 

Mexico has to offer here at Xochi. 
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“I could not live without Champagne – in victory I deserve it, in defeat I need it” 

         –  SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL 

We are born to love bubbles from the moment we discover their existence.  That 

obsession begins early, apparent in the joyful eyes of even the smallest of children as they 

catch sight of these tiny spheres.  The obsession doesn’t end on the playground as any 

parent can confirm - it grows like a wildfire from Pop Rocks to sparkling lemonade to Coke.  

Bubbles are no mere childhood crush; they are a lifetime love affair.   

 

Sparkling wine is teaming with the most delicate and flavorful of all bubbles.  Just 

watch for a single second and you’ll see dozens of bubbles form and float to the top, before 

gently bursting and filling the air with intoxicating aromas.   What follows is the sublime, 

tingling sensation as the first sip touches the lips.  Finally, the perfect conclusion, a grand 

moment of contentment and understanding summed up in the word “ahhh.”   
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THINK PINK!  Houston’s got a year-round Rose season and that alone is cause for 
celebration.  Wine writers annually trumpet the arrival of a “Rose Season” where these 
mainly dry, beautifully colored wines excel.  This is of course seriously wrong attitude 
around these parts.  Drinking pink is more than a summer time pleasure.  In Houston we 
never can be sure when the temperature will be in the 70’s, 80’s or 90’s.  So like any good 
Scout, we like to be prepared to bask in a bit of sunshine while swirling some dry, pink 
goodness in our glass.  Besides, limiting these utterly pleasurable and food friendly wines to 
3 or 4 months of the year is a total amateur move.    
 
Rose Buying tips:  

1) Location matters. The best versions come from Rosé’s place of origin, the South of 
France, coastal sites and cooler climate appellations like Oregon.  

2) Classic varietals make classic wines. Rosé is made from a variety of grapes, but 
Grenache, Syrah, Cinsault, Mourvedre, Sangiovese or Pinot Noir are ideal.     

3)  Alcohol is the enemy. Avoid versions with an alcohol level of your typical red. 
4) Rosé shouldn’t be expensive. You should never spend more than $50 on a bottle of 

still Rosé (the lone exception being those from Bandol).    
5) Don’t over chill. Keep it too cold and you miss the flavor, texture and aromatics. 
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Check out these lean, lithe and aromatic whites with the wonderful seafood 
dishes inspired by the Isthmus, Oaxaca’s celebrated coastal region. 
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People hear the term “fruit” when talking wine and envision thoughts of 
something sweet, saccharine and cloying. This is an unfortunate bias, as the world 
of fruit driven wines are varied, complex, exotic and typically laced with racy or 
savory elements. This section celebrates these inviting and nuanced whites. The 
kind that handle the spicier elements of Oaxacan food and the rich sauces.   
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The Mole sauce family is rich and diverse. These sauces are artisan works, 
marrying several techniques, indigenous ingredients and time to craft profound 
flavors and textures.  These wines are similarly bold in nature, but born of the 
indigenous varietals, incredible terroir and honed by the skills of the world’s 
greatest wine makers. These remarkable wines are a meal unto themselves, but 
capable of being served alongside these fantastic sauces.   
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A varietal of intense personality, it ranges from elegant to decadently robust. 
Whatever the style, it’s a tried and true friend and when executed correctly one of 
the most satisfying grapes around. Just be careful drinking it with spicy dishes. 
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The drinking culture in Oaxaca is synonymous with two things: Mezcal and beer.  
While both are wonderful libations (especially Mezcal) they fail to approach wine 
as a capable dance partner to their food.  Why then isn’t wine more in demand? 
It’s all about the lack of access to wine. The flavors of Oaxaca are deep, complex, 
earthy and robust and much of the preparation involves wood grilling.  It’s ideal 
for consuming with red wine.  Even their climate is perfect with temperatures that 
rarely exceed 85 degrees.  No, the problem is that lot of wine that makes it into 
Mexico and most of it is taxed at exorbitant levels.  Fortunately that isn’t a 
problem you will have at Xochi, so feel free to relish in the combination of these 
incredible wines and Chef Hugo’s inspired takes on the flavors of Oaxaca.   
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Velvety soft, earthy and elegant reds from around the world.  A joy to drink while 
floating along or a damn fine match to our seafood and lighter poultry dishes. 
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Love for this varietal ranges far and wide. It’s called the “Sommelier’s Best Friend” 
due to it’s one of kind mix of supple texture, complex flavor and versatility at 
pairing with food. You won’t go wrong selecting one of these amazing versions. 
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Oaxaca has an unbridled richness of flavor. Chocolate never tastes the same once 
you’ve had their spice scented version.  The same can be said for masa, mole, 
coffee and dozens of other dishes and ingredients.  These powerful flavors can 
wash over a wine that is too subtle, which is not a problem for this collection of 
decadently flavored wines that weave richness into a sumptuous texture.  
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One of the first varietals that called out to me upon trying a mole 16 years ago 

was Zinfandel. This quintessential American varietal has evolved in California for 

well over a century.  It’s as exciting today as a match for these flavorful sauces.   
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Special grapes grown in special places yield the most remarkable wines. These striking 

reds have a distinct and powerful mix of texture, earth and fragrance.   
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Priorat is arguably Spain’s most important wine region. It reigns as one of the oldest, 
with a history of vineyards back over 2000 years.  The region was first farmed and 
cultivated for by the Romans as they attempted to conquer the world.  However, by the 
1960’s less than 1000 acres remained planted, most of which were largely neglected, 
rare old plantings of Grenache, Syrah and Carignan.  It was a forgotten Shangra-La 
waiting to be restored! 
 

In the 1980’s famed barrel seller Alvaro Palacios came to spend time in the area.  He saw 
the amazing potential in the steep hills, where ancient vines were just waiting to be 
revived.  He introduced famed Bordeaux importer Christopher Cannan to the region. 
Cannan saw its greatness and joined the cause by forming Clos Figuera winery in 1997.  
He, along with Palacios, René Barbier of Clos Mogador and a few others helped Priorat 
rise from the ashes and introduce the world to some of the greatest wines in Spain’s 
history!   
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Spain’s iconic grape has undergone an evolution over the last 20 – 30 years.  Largely 

known as the base of Rioja reds, it was historically left to sleep endlessly in barrel as it 

shed much of it’s unique fruit and savory elements.  In the 90’s Spain began modernizing 

winemaking, aging and farming.  Today, the grape is showing more fruit, terroir and 

personality. Outside of Spain it has become pivotal in Mexico’s Valley de Guadalupe, 

where it has darker, fleshier fruit.  These versions are great with the wood grilled meats, 

vegetables and complex sauces we make here at Xochi.    
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